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The summer monsoon transitional zone is a typical transitional ecosystem that is, also
ecologically fragile. It is critical to explore the land surface energy balance and the water
and heat transfer processes in this region for water resource management. However, the
processes of surface water and heat transfer throughout the transition zone and the effects
of environmental factors on energy distribution are understudied. Therefore, we analyzed
the surface energy distribution and the environmental factors influencing it in the eastern
and western transition zone from July to September, and compared the differing effects of
meteorological factors and vegetation on the energy distribution between the two regions.
The results show that the main consumption item of the available energy in the west of the
transition zone is the latent heat flux. The same is true in the eastern region from July to
August, but it changes to sensible heat flux in September. The factors influencing the
Bowen ratio in the two regions were ground temperature difference, vapor pressure deficit,
shallow soil water content, and drought stress index. Nevertheless, the Bowen ratio in the
western region wasmore sensitive to water factors, whereas that in the eastern region was
more sensitive to energy factors. The relationship between the Bowen ratio and the
normalized difference vegetation index in the eastern region was more regular. This study
provides a scientific basis for reasonably guiding agricultural production in the
transition area.
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INTRODUCTION

Surface energy balance is a crucial constraint for energy exchange between the surface and the
atmosphere, as well as the interactions between ecosystems, human activities, and climate change. It
is also the basis for the turbulent flux parameterization scheme in the land surface model (Li et al.,
2017). The surface energy distribution results from the interaction of vegetation, climate, and other
environmental factors. The study of energy, especially the distribution of turbulent flux and its
influencing factors, is vital to regional water resource management and is also critical for scientifically
guiding agricultural production.

The eddy covariance system is currently the most widely used model for measuring energy flux,
but many studies (Mauder et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2009; Foken et al., 2010; Franssen et al., 2010; Barr
et al., 2012; Du et al., 2014; Hu et al., 2018) indicate that the available energy (difference between
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surface net radiation flux and soil heat flux) measured by the
observation system is greater than the turbulent flux (sum of
latent heat flux and sensible heat flux), indicating a surface energy
imbalance. The energy closure state can be used to evaluate the
observation data of an eddy-correlation system. Based on the
same observation instruments and data processing methods, the
energy closure and distribution characteristics vary regionally.
Homogeneous underlying surface tend to have better surface
energy closure (Heusinkveld et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2011).
However, due to the influence of thermal and dynamic factors
on the inhomogeneous underlying surface, the ratio of turbulent
flux to net radiation is different (Gu et al., 2006; Li et al., 2006; Yue
et al., 2011b; Majozi et al., 2017). The distribution of energy
largely depends on surface water and thermal conditions;
therefore, meteorological factors related to the moisture and
temperature conditions of the underlying surface will affect
the energy distribution (Hua and Chen, 2011; Huizhi and
Jianwu, 2012; Majozi et al., 2017; Li et al., 2018; Yue et al., 2019).

China is one of the most active summer monsoon regions in
the world. The north–south movement of the northern margin of
the Asian summer monsoon creates the “summer monsoon
transition zone” (Zhang et al., 2017). This area is a long
geographical belt that runs from southwest to northeast in
northern China, and is highly coincident with an agro-pastoral
ecotone, a meteorological disaster-prone area, and a semi-arid,
ecologically fragile zone (Zhang et al., 2017). Due to the large
east–west span of the transitional zone, the climatic backgrounds
and hydro-thermal coupling processes differ among geographical
locations, resulting in great differences in the interactions
between regional climate and land–air energy exchange (Zeng
et al., 2016; Li et al., 2021). Moreover, influenced by the monsoon
intensity, the water vapor and precipitation brought by the
summer monsoon from July to September each year affects
the water, thermal, and solar radiative forcing characteristics
of the underlying surfaces (Zhang et al., 2012), altering the
surface moisture and energy processes. These changes, as well
as vegetation during the growing period, further complicate the
factors affecting the surface energy distribution (Zeng et al., 2016;
Li et al., 2017; Ping et al., 2018).

Previous studies have considered the north–south gradient of
meteorological elements and energy components in the transition
zone (Zeng et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2017), as well as the
interannual variability in surface energy (Li et al., 2020; Li
et al., 2021). Few studies have paid attention to the differences
in energy balance, energy distribution and their influencing
factors among regions in the monsoon transition zone on a
seasonal scale. Therefore, based on the eddy correlation,
surface radiation, and micrometeorological data from different
stations of the “Experimental Observation Coordination and
Integration Research in Arid and Semi-Arid Regions of China”
network and the agricultural meteorological experimental
stations on the Loess Plateau from July to September, this
study analyzed the surface energy closure states in different
regions of the summer monsoon transition zone and the
distribution and characteristics of land surface energy.
Additionally, the relationships between land surface energy
closure and the meteorological elements and vegetation indices

are discussed and compared. The results provide a scientific basis
for water resource management and guidance for agricultural
production in the region.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Area
The yellow and blue lines in Figure 1 divide China into three
parts in the north–south direction, with the summer monsoon
transition zone between them. Administrative divisions include
Gansu, Shaanxi, Ningxia, Inner Mongolia, Shanxi, Hebei, Beijing,
Jilin, Heilongjiang, and other provinces, municipalities, and
autonomous regions (Zhang et al., 2017). There are significant
differences in the spatial and temporal distribution of turbulent
energy between the two sides of a specific longitude (113°E) and
the Hailar-Harbin line (Li et al., 2021). Based on the spatial
distribution of the different modes of the turbulent fluxes (Li
et al., 2021), the transition zone was divided into three parts.
Hereafter, the area west of 113°E is the western region of the
transition zone, the area north of the Hailar-Harbin line is the
northern region, and the area between these two lines is the
eastern region. Considering the availability of site data, this study
only examined the eastern and western areas of the
transition zone.

The eddy data used in this study were provided by the Key
Laboratory of Regional Climate-Environment for Temperate East
Asia, the Chinese Academy of Sciences, and the
agrometeorological experimental stations on the Loess Plateau.
The location of these stations is shown in Figure 1.

The western area of the transition zone includes four stations:
Arou, Yuzhong, Dingxi, and Qingyang. Arou Station (100.46°E,
38.04°N) is in the upper reaches of the Heihe River. The area
around Arou Station is relatively flat and wide, with an altitude of
3,033 m. The underlying surface is an alpine meadow, and the soil
has a large proportion of silt and organic matter. Yuzhong Station
(104.13°E, 35.95°N) is located on an open and smooth hillside at
an altitude of 1966 m. The underlying surface is covered with low
grass vegetation and yellow soil. Dingxi Station (35.58°N,
104.62°E) is on an elevated extension of the Loess Plateau, at
an altitude of 1896.7 m. The mean annual temperature and
precipitation are 6.7°C and 386 mm, respectively, and the
principal crops are potatoes and spring wheat. Qingyang
Station (35.44°N, 107.38°E) is in Dongzhiyuan on the Long-
dong Loess Plateau, at an altitude of 1,421 m, and has an
average annual temperature and precipitation of 8.8°C and
562 mm, respectively. The average annual water surface
evaporation is 1,470 mm. The principal crops in Qingyang are
winter wheat and summer corn. Table 1 lists the regions and
basic climatic elements for the above sites.

Jinzhou and Dongsu stations are in the eastern region of the
transition zone. Dongsu Station (113.57°E, 44.09°N) is in the
southeastern Mongolian Plateau at an altitude of 3,033 m. Its
underlying surface is mainly desert grassland with small
needlegrass, and the soil is mainly light chestnut and brown
soil. Jinzhou Station (121.20°E, 41.15°N) is a field observation
station located in the eastern Liaoning Corridor, at an altitude of
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22.3 m. The underlying surface mainly consists of corn and
brown earth.

Data Processing
The selected stations can observe many data types, including
weather (ground pressure and precipitation), micro-
meteorological (wind speed, temperature, and humidity near
the ground), surface energy, and soil (soil temperature and
humidity) data. This study used wind speed, air temperature,
net atmospheric radiation, surface long-wave radiation,
atmospheric long-wave radiation, soil temperature, soil heat
flux, and eddy covariance data.

Observation instruments at all stations were of the same
model, had high accuracy, and were uniformly calibrated and
standardized before the measurements. Please refer to Zhang
et al. (2012) for details on the models, measurement ranges, and
accuracies of the instruments, as well as other information.
Observation data underwent unified quality control; during the
collection process, the data quality was controlled by remote

monitoring and regular on-site inspection. Additionally, the eddy
covariance flux data was processed using the EdiRe software
(Robert Clement, University of Edinburgh, UK) developed by the
University of Edinburgh, which includes wild point removal,
rotating coordinates, turbulence stability calculation, and H2O
and CO2 lag correction. Finally, all data underwent further quality
control to output more realistic data (Zeng and Zhang, 2012).

The 30-min average of the observation data from each station
from July to September 2008 was used, excluding abnormal and
default values. Data from rainy days were also eliminated,
considering the impact of precipitation on the surface and
radiation. Missing observation data of less than 3 h were
linearly interpolated based on adjacent measurements. Missing
data of more than 12 h were eliminated and replaced by
interpolating data corresponding to the observation times on
adjacent days. Beijing time was selected for each observation
station to facilitate comparative analysis. After data quality
control, the data available in the east and west regions
accounted for 90.72% and 90.38% of the total data,

FIGURE 1 | Geographical location of the study area. The dots show the observation stations. The regions separated by the red lines, from right to left, are the
northern region, the eastern region, and the western region.

TABLE 1 | Climate and vegetation types in each region.

Sites Region Type of underlying surface, main vegetation and
height

Annual
precipitation

(mm)

Mean
temperature

(°C)

Annual
sunshine

duration (h)

Annual
evaporation

(mm)

Yuzhong West Semi-arid grassland, fringed sagebrush (24–30 cm) 381.8 6.7 2607.2 1528.5
Dingxi Farmland, potato, spring wheat (50 cm) 386.0 6.7 2344.0 1400.0
Arou Alpine meadow, herbage (20–30 cm) 400.1 0.7 2740.0 1100.0
Qingyang Farmland, summer corn, winter wheat (50 cm) 562.0 8.8 2250.0 1470.0

Jinzhou East Farmland, corn (50 cm) 565.9 9.5 2699.6 1747.4
Dongsu Desert grassland, Stipa gobica (17–23 cm) 197.0 3.3 3196.0 2678.0
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respectively. In addition, turbulent flux is greatly affected at night
(Lavigne et al., 1997; Aubinet et al., 1999; Mahrt, 1999; Law et al.,
2001), and using midday data (10:00–16:00) can make the
calculation results more reliable (Wilson et al., 2002; McGloin
et al., 2019).

Due to the lack of station vegetation index observation data,
the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) retrieved
from the Aqua Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer Data was used, with a temporal resolution
of 16 days and a spatial resolution of 250 m (https://ladsweb.
modaps.eosdis.nasa.gov/search/). The NDVI of each
experimental site was obtained from the average values of the
four nearest grid points.

Surface Energy Balance
The ideal surface energy balance equation is as follows:

Rn − G � H + LE (1)
in which Rn is the net radiation (W/m2), G is the soil heat flux
(W/m2), H is the sensible heat flux (W/m2), and LE is the latent
heat flux (W/m2).

When the available energy is equal to the turbulent flux, the
surface energy is in equilibrium. However, observational data
show that this equality only exists in an ideal state. In actual
observations, this inequality is called “energy unclosed.” This
study evaluated this using the Energy Balance Ratio (EBR) and
Ordinary Least Squares (OLS).

EBR is the ratio of turbulent flux to available energy, as follows:

EBR � ∑(H + LE)∑(Rn − G) (2)

EBR can comprehensively assess the surface energy state on a
larger time scale by averaging 30 min of measurements (Liu and
Feng, 2012). The ideal closed state is when EBR equals 1. This
article discusses the energy closure state of different regions on a
seasonal scale.

The OLS method is a simple regression model based on the
principle of the least square method and is widely used in
parameter estimation. When the sum of the squares between
the estimated value of the model and the experimental
observation is at a minimum, the model is considered the
optimal fitting model that can best describe the relationship
between the turbulent flux and available energy. The slope of
the regression model reflects the degree of surface energy closure
(Feng et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2020). When the intercept of the
regression curve is 0 and the slope is 1, the surface energy is in the
ideal closed state.

Soil Heat Flux
The soil heat flux was obtained from heat flux plates buried
several centimeters under the ground. When using the surface
energy balance equation to analyze energy closure, the soil heat
flux G in the equation should theoretically be the surface soil heat
flux. Thus, it is necessary to consider the energy storage between
the installation depth of the plate and the ground surface. This
study used observations from soil heat flow plate of the soil

temperature at 0, 2, and 5 cm depths to calculate the heat storage
by applying the integral temperature method (Yue et al., 2011a).

Gs � ρscs
Δt

∑ z�0
z�5cm[T(zi, t + Δt) − T(zi, t)]Δz (3)

in which Gs is the soil heat flux stored from the ground surface to
5 cm deep (W/m2); ρscs is the volumetric heat capacity of the soil,
taken as ρscs � 1.24 × 106 J/(m3 ·K); and T(zi, t) is the soil
temperature (°C) at 0, 2, and 5 cm, respectively.

The soil temperature at 2 and 5 cm came from observations,
and the following formula was used to calculate the soil
temperature at 0 cm:

T0 � ⎛⎝R↑
L − (1 − εg)R↓

L

εgσ
⎞⎠1/4

(4)

where R↑
L and R↓

L are the upward and downward surface long-
wave radiation (W/m2), respectively; εg is the surface emissivity
(0.96); and σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann
constant (5.67 × 10−8 W/(m2 · K4)).

Therefore, the corrected soil heat flux can be expressed as

G � G5 + Gs (5)
whereG is the surface soil heat flux (W/m2) andG5 is the soil heat
flux observed by the soil heat flow plate at a depth of
5 cm (W/m2).

Bowen Ratio
The turbulent flux and its ratio can be used to calculate the Bowen
ratio. Bowen ratio is the ratio of sensible heat flux to latent heat
flux on a particular interface and can also be expressed as a
function of the temperature gradient and humidity gradient in the
vertical direction, as follows:

β � H

LE
(6)

This physical quantity comprehensively describes the climatic
characteristics of the land surface process to a certain extent
(Zhang et al., 2012) and is an essential variable in estimating
turbulent heat and water vapor fluxes in the Bowen ratio energy
balance method.

Drought Stress Index
The soil drought stress index (DSI) was employed as an indicator
of drought severity and is expressed as follows (Yue et al., 2020):

DSI � 1 − RWC (7)
DSI depends on the water demand of the ecosystem and has a
value between 0 and 1. For a DSI value close to 0, the ecosystem is
not restricted by water conditions, whereas for a DSI value close
to 1, the ecosystem is in a state of water stress. In the above
formula, RWC is the physical quantity used to evaluate the soil
moisture state and is calculated from the soil moisture content at
a depth of 5 cm, as follows:

RWC � SWC − SWCmin

SWCmax − SWCmin
(8)
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where SWC is the soil water content at the time of measurement
(m3/m3); and SWCmax and SWCmin are the maximum and
minimum volumetric soil water content during the
observation period, respectively.

RESULTS

Variations in Environmental Factors
Figure 2 shows the diurnal variation in the environmental factors
in the western and eastern summer monsoon transition region.
During the study period, precipitation in both regions decreased
continuously. Moreover, the decrease was greater in the eastern
region, and the average precipitation ratio between the two
regions was approximately 1:8 in September (Table 2).
Additionally, the time distribution of the precipitation was
more uniform in the west, whereas the frequency of short-
term heavy precipitation was higher in the east (Figure 2).
Thus, less continuous rainy weather resulted in sunny
conditions in the east. The total sunshine duration in this
region was above 240 h from July to September (Table 2).
Precipitation in the western region decreased by half in
August compared to July, which may have contributed to the
increase in sunshine duration. In addition, the average air
temperature (Ta) and surface temperature (Ts) in the east
were higher than those in the west, influencing water stress.

The monthly mean temperature difference between the two
regions was above 6°C, and the maximum land surface
temperature difference was 5°C (Table 2).

Figure 3 illustrates the effect of clouds on net radiation. The
number of cloudy days in the eastern region is relatively small,
accounting for only 37.8% of the study period, while the
proportion of cloudy days in the western region is 54.7%.
However, when there are clouds, the average net radiation in
the eastern region is 6.44W/m2 higher than that in the western
region. When there is no cloud, the net radiation in the western
region (149.34W/m2) is obviously higher than that in the eastern
region (120.99 W/m2). This is mainly caused by the large net
shortwave radiation received by the surface due to the high soil
water content in the western region. In addition, it can be seen
that the average net radiation of the two regions
(Rnwest � 114.36W/m2, Rnwest � 109.62W/m2) can reflect the
overall situation of each region (Figure 3), so the average net
radiation used in the subsequent analysis and discussion is
reasonable.

Energy Balance Characteristics
Ideally, the surface energy inputs would balance with the energy
expenditure, but unbalance occurs in most eddy-correlation
system observations. By analyzing the energy closure status,
we can evaluate the data quality of the observations and
provide verification for later analysis of the energy distribution

FIGURE 2 | Diurnal variations in meteorological factors in the (A) western and (B) eastern summer monsoon transition region. P represents monthly precipitation,
SD is the sunshine duration, Ta is the daily mean temperature, and Ts is the average surface temperature.

TABLE 2 | Climatic factors in each region. P represents monthly precipitation, SD is the sunshine duration, Ta is the daily mean temperature, and Ts is the average surface
temperature.

Month P (mm) Ta (°C) Ts (°C) SD (h)

West East West East West East West East

July 153.28 120.35 17.60 25.18 21.16 26.10 194.20 250.00
August 84.40 38.40 16.70 22.80 19.28 23.56 219.78 240.45
September 84.18 10.75 11.58 17.59 13.47 16.66 159.48 259.50
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characteristics and environmental impact factors for each
underlying surface. The energy balance analysis for the
underlying surfaces from July to September (Figure 4) shows
that the determination coefficient of EBR in both areas was above
0.70, with an intercept between −43.61 and 59.89W/m2, and the
slope was between 0.52 and 0.62.

Both EBR and OLS can evaluate the degree of closure for
surface energy. However, the former is a simplified processing
method based on the assumption of “no random error,” whereas
the latter can balance the influence of error on energy closure.
Many studies have shown that the energy closure calculated by

EBR is generally higher than that calculated by OLS. Table 3
summarizes the energy closure in various regions. Sánchez et al.
(2010) estimated EBR at approximately 0.7 in the Sodankylä
forest in northern Finland. Kim et al. (2014) obtained a surface
energy closure of 58% and 46% for rice farmland and industrial
areas, respectively, near the Nakdong River in South Korea.
Rahman et al. (2019) concluded that the energy closure in
corn farmland in northwestern Hebei Province, China, is 67%.
The energy closure of the research site in this study was slightly
higher than that of these studies, which shows that the observed
data in this paper are reliable for studying of water and heat
exchange in different regions.

Diurnal Variation in Energy Flux Balance
Components
The near-surface ecosystem exchanges energy and material with
the atmosphere through turbulent transport. The differences in
climate and surface vegetation cause different surface energy
transmissions. The average diurnal variation in energy
components in both regions from July to September (Figure 5)
shows that the balance components have a unimodal distribution,
with prominent diurnal characteristics.

The averagemaximum daily net radiation for each area appeared
at 11:30–13:00 (Beijing time, the same hereafter). The net radiation
in the western region changed from negative to positive during 06:
30–07:00, indicating income from surface energy. With solar
radiation heating, the net radiation increased, reaching a
maximum of 455.01W/m2at 13:00, then gradually decreased and
became negative at 18:30–19:00. The net radiation remained positive
for 12 h each day, with an average net radiation flux of 265.63W/m2

(Table 4). The net expenditure of radiation occurred during the
remaining time, with an average net radiation of 36.90W/m2. The
average daily net radiation in the eastern region resulted in surface
energy income at 05:30–06:00. It reached a maximum value of

FIGURE 4 |Results of energy balance analysis in the (A)west and (B) east. The black dot line is the ideal closure condition, and the red dot line is the energy closure
degree obtained by OLS. The color bars represent the count of EBR value.

FIGURE 3 | Impact of clouds on net radiation in the western and eastern.
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453.10W/m2at 11:30 and then became negative at approximately
17:00–17:30. It remained positive for 11.5 h each day, with an
average of 278.93W/m2. Correspondingly, the net radiation was
negative for 12.5 h, with an average of 46.14W/m2.

The peak latent heat flux in the western region occurred
approximately 2 h later than that in the eastern region; the
values were 170.54 W/m2 and 137.19W/m2, respectively
(Table 4). The reason for this difference is not only related to
the location of the central longitude of the two regions, but also to
the solar radiation received by the surface. Taking the average
longitude of each regional station as the center longitude, the time
difference between the two regions is calculated to be 53 min.
Cloudy days in the western region accounted for half of the study

period, and frequent precipitation resulted in higher soil
moisture. These factors have a strong weakening effect on
solar radiation, making it take longer for the western latent
heat flux to peak. The sensible heat flux of the two regions
reached a maximum between 13:00 and 13:30, and the
difference between them was only 12.23W/m2. The seasonal
average latent heat flux in the west was 1.2 times higher than that
in the east, and the sensible heat flux of the former was slightly
lower than that of the latter, with a difference of 3.08 W/m2.
Moreover, the average sensible heat flux was approximately 1/2 of
the latent heat flux in the west and 2/3 in the east, indicating that
the latent heat flux dominated the surface energy distribution of
both regions in summer.

TABLE 3 | Energy closure of different underlying surfaces. EBR is the energy balance ratio, and “—” indicates that no specific value was given in the original text.

Underlying surface Location Slope Intercept Determination
coefficient

EBR Data source

Forest Northern Finland 0.81 7.00 0.90 0.69 Sánchez et al. (2010)
Rice farmland South Korea 0.58 15.20 0.64 0.61 Kim et al. (2014)
Industrial Zone South Korea 0.46 24.74 0.63 0.61 Kim et al. (2014)
Corn farmland Central China 0.67 — 0.84 — Rahman et al. (2019)

FIGURE 5 | Average diurnal variation in main energy components in the (A)western and (B) eastern regions of the transition zone from July to September. Rn is the
net radiation, LE is the latent heat flux, H is the sensible heat flux, and G is the soil heat flux. Times are in Beijing Time Research on the impact of vegetation change on
land-atmosphere coupling strength in northwest China (BJT).

TABLE 4 | Annual average daily peak values and average daily values of the energy components. Rn is the net radiation, LE is the latent heat flux, H is the sensible heat flux,
and G is the soil heat flux.

Area Rn (W/m2) LE (W/m2) H (W/m2) G (W/m2)

Peak Mean Peak Mean Peak Mean Peak Mean

West 455.01 114.36 170.54 56.96 106.08 26.81 106.16 0.49
East 453.10 109.62 137.19 45.95 118.31 29.89 113.43 4.57
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The daily variation in soil heat flux was a bell-shaped trend,
with a peak that occurred 1.5–2.0 h earlier than the net radiation
peak. This change is mainly caused by the phase difference
between surface soil heat flux and net radiation, which can be
supported by the actual observation of Horton and Wierenga.
(1983) and the theoretical derivation of Gao et al. (2010). Similar
conclusions have been obtained on the Loess Plateau (Yue et al.,
2011a). The peak values in the two regions were similar, and the
difference was only 7.27 W/m2. However, the average value in the
east was approximately 9 times that in the west, predicting that
the heat exchange of the surface soil in the former is more
pronounced.

Distribution Characteristics of Energy
Components
Turbulent flux and surface soil heat flux are themain consumers of
net radiation. Their proportion to net radiation can reflect the
moisture conditions of the underlying surface (Yue et al., 2015).
Overall, all the energy components in the western region increased
and then decreased, while those in the east predominantly
decreased (Figure 6). The monthly mean value of each energy
component in the western region was 1.38–5.26 times that in the
eastern region. The smallest difference between the two was in the
latent heat flux in July, with a difference of only 43.88W/m2. The
most significant difference was the soil heat flux in September. In
terms of seasonal average, the net radiation and soil heat flux in
western China were 1.61 times and 3.67 times as much as those in
eastern China. Furthermore, the sensible heat flux was
approximately 0.67 times the latent heat flux in the west and 1/
2 in the east.

From July to September, the western surface energy mainly
heated the atmosphere in the form of latent heat, accounting for

38%–40% of the net radiation, and the percentage of sensible heat
flux was essentially stable at 24%. It indicates that the latent heat
flux has dominated the distribution of surface energy in this
region during the study period. While for the eastern region, after
rising from 38.7% in July to 39.4% in August, the percentage of
latent heat flux decreased to 34.3% in September, while the
sensible heat flux increased monthly from 27.1% in July to
36.9% in September. Contrast that with western region, there
is a change in the distribution of surface energy in the eastern
region, which further reflects the complexity of the land surface
characteristics in the eastern region. The ratio of soil heat flux to
net radiation decreased in both regions, but it was higher in the
west (8%–22%) than in the east (2.6%–11.2%). The error ratio
was also negative (−0.05). From the seasonal average ratio, the
proportion of the latent heat flux to the net radiation was
1.62 times that of the sensible heat flux in the western region,
while the latent heat flux was only slightly higher than the sensible
heat flux in the eastern region. This is consistent with the energy
distribution of the two regions mentioned earlier. During the
study period, the Bowen ratio decreased in the west and showed a
“V”-shaped trend in the east, which matches the changes in
turbulent fluxes in the two regions. Comparing the regions, the
Bowen ratio in the east was approximately 1.6 times that in the
west from July to August, which then increased abruptly to
2.2 times in September. The seasonal average Bowen ratio in
the west was approximately 1/2 of that in the east.

Energy Component Impact Factor
The Bowen ratio was primarily affected by the Ts-Ta, vapor
pressure deficit, soil water content, and DSI. Figure 7 shows the
relationship between the Bowen ratio and these environmental
factors on a half-monthly scale. The results show a positive
correlation between the Bowen ratio and Ts-Ta. The goodness

FIGURE 6 |Monthly and seasonal averages of the energy components, ratios to net radiation, and Bowen ratios in the (A)western and (B) eastern regions. Rn is the
net radiation, LE is the latent heat flux, H is the sensible heat flux, and G is the soil heat flux.
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FIGURE 7 | Relationships between environmental factors and the Bowen ratio in the western and eastern regions. The blue (western) and red (eastern) solid lines
shows the relationships between the Bowen ratio and (A) soil temperature minus air temperature (Ts-Ta), (B) vapor pressure deficit (VPD), (C) soil water content (SWC),
(D) drought stress index (DSI), (E) net radiation (Rn). The gray dotted lines represent the overall trends in the above relationships.
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of fit in both regions was more than 80%, but the regularity of the
eastern region was higher (R2 � 0.95) (Figure 7A). The
correlation between the Bowen ratio and the vapor pressure
deficit was higher in the west (R2 � 0.72), whereas that in the
eastern region was only 0.50 (Figure 7B). The correlations
between the soil water content and Bowen ratio in both
regions were significant. The fitting coefficients were 0.86 and
0.89 respectively (Figure 7C), and the Bowen ratio in the west was
more sensitive to soil water content than that in the east.
Figure 7D shows the relationship between the Bowen ratio
and DSI. As the drought degree increased, the Bowen ratio of
the eastern region increased faster and its goodness of fit was
better (R2 � 0.43). Figure 7E presents the net radiation versus
Bowen ratio. For the western region, changes in net radiation had
little effect on Bowen ratio. But in the eastern region, net radiation
can explain 78% of the change in Bowen ratio. It is found that the
contribution of Rn and SWC to Bowen ratio in the eastern region
is more than 78% (Figures 7C,E). However, from the perspective
of goodness of fit (R2) and root mean square error (RMSE), the
regularity between Bowen and SWC in the eastern region is better
(R2

SWC � 0.86, R2
Rn � 0.78, RMSESWC � 0.42, RMSESWC � 0.53).

In other words, although the distribution of surface energy in this
area is jointly constrained by the energy factor and the moisture
factor, the influence of the moisture factor is relatively greater.
Figure 8 reflects the relationship between soil water content and
evapotranspiration. On the whole, the soil water content can
explain 65% of the evapotranspiration, and the fitting coefficient
in the eastern region even reached 0.83. In addition, the
vegetation status of the underlying surface in the two regions
also affected the energy distribution (Figure 9). The Bowen ratio

decreased with increased NDVI, before finally balancing. This
pattern was more pronounced in the east (R2 � 0.66).

DISCUSSION

Energy Distribution Characteristics
The summer monsoon transition zone is a unique region and
ecosystem in China. Its ranges from southwest to northeast across
the Chinese mainland (Qian et al., 2009). The eastern and western
regions of this area have semi-arid climates. However, the
monsoon influences on their climatic conditions differ, which
results in a different distribution of surface energy. The eastern
region is limited by higher latitudes, and the solar radiation
received by the surface is less than that in the western region
(Figure 6). In August, the monthly mean net radiation and
turbulent flux reached the maximum for the study period, but
the proportion of turbulent flux to net radiation was similar to
that of the previous month. As shown in Figure 2, the
precipitation in the western region decreased by 50% from
July to August, but the total sunshine hours increased,
resulting in increased solar radiation received by the surface.
This increased the energy available for water and heat transfer
between the earth and the atmosphere, and improved the
efficiency of surface energy distribution in this area (Figure 6).
In September, the sensible and latent heat fluxes decreased
differently in the west with the decrease of net radiation.
However, the ratio of the two to the net radiation showed that
the latent heat flux played a predominant role in the energy

FIGURE 8 | Relationship between soil water content and
evapotranspiration.

FIGURE 9 | Relationship between the normalized difference vegetation
index (NDVI) and the Bowen ratio in the transition zone. The solid blue and red
lines represent the western and eastern regions, respectively. The gray dotted
line in the figure represents the overall trend of the above relationship.
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distribution in this region. In the eastern region, the decrease in
latent heat flux in August was less than that of net radiation, and
the sensible heat flux increased, which resulted in an increase in
the proportion of turbulent flux to net radiation. The change in
the ratio of turbulent flux to net radiation showed that the
distribution of surface energy was changing in the eastern
region. In September, the ratio of sensible heat flux to latent
heat flux was higher and became the main consumer of available
energy, altering the dominant surface energy factor. With the
decrease in precipitation, the sensible heat flux in the eastern
region increased continuously, and the Bowen ratio also reached a
maximum value in study period.

The soil heat flux in both regions decreased monthly
(Figure 6), and although the amount of heat stored in the
western region was significantly higher than that in the
eastern region, the soil in the two regions converted from heat
sinks to heat sources. During the study period, the net radiation
and precipitation in the two regions gradually decreased, and the
soil water content also decreased further. Surface water
conditions actually experienced a transition from wet to dry.
When the surface is wet, the heat of deep soil is higher than that of
shallow soil; while when the surface is dry, the heat of deep soil is
lower than that of shallow soil (Yue et al., 2015). When G <0, it
means that the soil starts to heat the atmosphere as a heat source.
The change is particularly evident in the east. The magnitude of
the soil heat flux in September indicated that the eastern region
would complete this conversion earlier. Nevertheless, the Bowen
ratios in the western region from July to September were all less
than 1, and the seasonal mean was only 0.75. The Bowen ratios in
the eastern region were all greater than 1, with a seasonal mean of
1.32. This not only explains the difference in energy distribution
characteristics between the two regions, but also reflects the
complexity of land surface characteristics in the east and west
regions of the transition zone.

Influence of Environmental and Ecological
Factors on the Bowen Ratio
Solar radiation (Yang et al., 2019), rainfall dynamics, and
irrigation (Ozdogan et al., 2010) affect the water potential
gradient and surface resistance and change the soil moisture.
These factors directly affect the surface evaporation and
regulate the water vapor transport between the earth and
the atmosphere, thus affecting the Bowen ratio (Chen et al.,
2009; Ozdogan et al., 2010). Bowen ratio in the eastern region
was higher than that in the western region (Figure 6). The
difference between soil and air temperature was the main
contributor to surface sensible heat, and there was a
positive correlation between them (Yue et al., 2012).
Therefore, the sensible heat flux in the eastern region was
lower than that in the western region, which is consistent with
Figure 5. In addition, in the western region, the response of
Bowen ratio to soil water content and vapor pressure deficit is
more rapid (Figures 6B,C), which further indicates that
although both areas were semi-arid, the climate in the west
was wetter and less subject to water stress (Figure 6D), due to
non-uniform temporal and spatial distribution of the

monsoon precipitation. The precipitation in both regions
decreased from July to September. Comparing the regions,
the temporal distribution of precipitation was more uniform in
the western region, but short-term heavy precipitation was
more frequent in the eastern region. Hence, the water content
in the soil was higher in the western region.

In fact, the influence of environmental factors on energy
distribution is realized through the regulation of surface
evapotranspiration. Surface evapotranspiration depends on the
availability of soil moisture as well as surface net radiation. Net
radiation directly affects temperature, and increases in
temperature increase potential evapotranspiration. An increase
in evapotranspiration will lead to a decrease in soil moisture,
which limits vegetation growth, resulting in a decrease in surface
evapotranspiration and ultimately a decrease in latent heat flux
(Zhang et al., 2019). The western region had a high frequency of
precipitation and high soil moisture. Net radiation affected
potential evapotranspiration through the regulation of
temperature. The increase of temperature would enhance the
surface evapotranspiration and promoted the transport of water
vapor between the earth and the atmosphere. The eastern region
had more short-term heavy precipitation. Within a few days after
the precipitation event, the mechanism affecting surface
evapotranspiration was the same as that in the western region.
It may even temporarily appear that the soil water content was
close to saturation because the soil infiltration intensity was less
than the rain intensity (Guidelines for Analysis and Evaluation of
Mountain Flood Disasters, 2015). However, after the end of the
precipitation event, the soil was short of water and the growth of
vegetation was affected, whichmeans that evapotranspiration was
limited. Due to soil water stress, the increase of temperature
would weaken the surface evapotranspiration and further reduce
the latent heat flux. Same result has been reported by Koster et al.
(2004). Therefore, in this study, the energy distribution in the two
regions is very sensitive to the moisture factor, but the eastern
region is also restricted by the energy factor.

The differences in sensible heat and latent heat among
underlying surfaces with different vegetation types result from
the combined effects of precipitation, radiation, ground
temperature difference, wind speed, and other factors; the
Bowen ratio comprises these factors. The NDVI can compare
various vegetation types and indicate the correlation between the
energy distribution difference and the underlying surface type.
Most of the underlying vegetation in the eastern region is desert
grassland, while that in the western region was mostly semi-arid
grassland and farmland. Due to the difference in vegetation
coverage between the two regions, the NDVI in the western
region was significantly higher than that in the eastern region
(Figure 9). In different types of ecosystems, vegetation can affect
the hydrological/energy balance of the land-atmosphere system
by changing surface biophysical characteristics (Burakowski et al.,
2018). Hence, the main vegetation types also magnified the water
difference between the two regions. It is dominated by sandy loam
soil in the east and black loam soil in the west. Under the same
vegetation coverage, the water storage capacity of the two is
different. The western region is relatively humid and the
vegetation transpiration is strong, which further increases the
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evapotranspiration, while the eastern region is just the opposite.
Meteorological factors will have a macro impact on the growth of
vegetation, which affects leaf transpiration and evaporation and
changes the surface albedo and roughness to indirectly affect
energy distribution (Zhao and Liu, 2015). The higher the
vegetation growth status and coverage, the more significant
the latent heat flux role in energy distribution (Wen et al.,
2014). Alternatively, When the surface is dry, due to the low
soil water content, the vegetation coverage is low, and the surface
albedo is low. when the surface is wet, the opposite is true. This
difference in surface albedo will significantly affect the efficiency
of converting shortwave radiation into net radiation, thus
affecting the process of water and heat transfer between the
surface and the atmosphere (Zhang et al., 2012; Yue et al., 2015).

CONCLUSION

By using observational data from experimental stations in the
transitional zone of the summer monsoon, this study analyzed the
characteristics of surface energy distribution and the diurnal
variation in its energy components in the eastern and western
regions of the zone from July to September. The surface energy
components in both regions showed a single-peak trend with
diurnal variations. The maximum latent heat fluxes in the eastern
and western regions were 137.19W/m2 and 170.54W/m2,
respectively, and the daily maximum sensible heat flux was
12.23W/m2. The maximum soil heat flux in both regions was
similar, but the seasonal mean in the east was nine times higher
than that in the west. The latent heat flux consumed the most
energy in both regions during July and August. In September, the
distribution of surface energy in the west was still dominated by
latent heat flux; meanwhile, the surface energy in the east was
dominated by sensible heat. From July to September, surface
energy in the western region mainly heated the atmosphere as
latent heat, accounting for 38%–40% of the net radiation, and the
proportion of sensible heat flux was stable at 24%. After rising
from 38.7% in July to 39.4% in the eastern region in August, the
proportion of latent heat flux decreased to 34.3% in September,
while the sensible heat flux increased monthly, from 27.1% in July
to 36.9% in September.

The differences in meteorological factors and vegetation index
involved in the process of energy distribution in these two regions
were also examined. The factors influencing the Bowen ratio were
the difference between surface and air temperature, vapor
pressure deficit, soil water content, and DSI. The goodness of
fit between the Bowen ratio and temperature difference in both
regions was greater than 80%, but the regularity was higher in the
eastern region (R2 � 0.95). The correlation between the Bowen
ratio and vapor pressure deficit was higher in the west
(R2 � 0.72). The correlation between the Bowen ratio and soil
water content in both regions was significant, with fitting
coefficients of 0.86 in the eastern region and 0.89 in the
western region. The Bowen ratio in the eastern region
increased faster with increases in DSI, and its goodness of fit

was better (R2 � 0.43). The vegetation of the underlying surfaces
also influenced the distribution of energy. The Bowen ratio
decreased with increased NDVI, and the regularity of this
relationship was better in the eastern region (R2 � 0.66).
Meanwhile, the Bowen ratio decreased more rapidly as NDVI
increased in the east.

The special location of the summer monsoon transition
zone increases the complexity of the spatial distribution and
temporal variation of the physical quantities on the surface.
Due to the non-uniform distribution of observation stations,
this study only considered the energy closure and energy
distribution characteristics in the eastern and western
regions of the transition zone in China. There are currently
no comparisons between the above two regions and the
northern region in the process of water and heat transfer.
Additionally, for these two regions, this study did not consider
the energy closure caused by the loss of energy flux, heat
storage in the vegetation canopy and air, measurement errors,
and other issues. Furthermore, this study only considered the
energy distribution characteristics under clear weather
conditions in summer; however, an analysis of energy
balance during other weather conditions and seasons or for
longer time scales is lacking in these regions. Therefore, the
heat and water transfer in the transitional zone of the summer
monsoon needs further study.
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